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Research Paper? 

Academic writing

Systematic

publish



Research paper ?

•

•Void for vagueness (明確性 原則)

•communication

•

•Study results should be published

•Replication

• ‘publication’

Scientific writing

Science Vs. Magic

Purpose of scientific research



Definition of scientific paper

• Originality, write/publish

• An acceptable primary scientific publication (Council of 
Biology Editors) 

•first disclosure

•Sufficient information

•to assess observations

•to repeat experiments

•to evaluate intellectual processes 



Plan for wirting a paper



Planning a draft paper

How to write a paper, BMJ books



Journal format

• Cover paper

• Manuscript

• Author agreement

• Copyright transfer agreement

• etc., 
✓ STROBE Statement

✓ Clinical trial registration

✓ Consort statement





Clinical trial registration



논문의구조
Structure of a scientific paper



IMRAD format

• The object of publishing a scientific paper;
✓ to provide a document that contains sufficient information to 

enable readers to:

- assess the observations you made;
- repeat the experiment if they wish;
- determine whether the conclusions drawn are justified by 
the data.

✓ I  - introduction (What question was asked?)
✓ M - methods (How was it studied?)
✓ R – results (What was found?)
✓ A - and
✓ D - discussion (What do the findings mean?)
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Cover letter

• Communication : Editor - author

• Originality

• Strength of study: results, Clinical or Public health 
interest

• Author agreement

• Conflict of interest (COI)



Abstract: Editor’s perspective

• Structured or unstructured 
format

• Quality check

• Study importance / reliability

• Result : impact ? 

• Screening stage -> reject without 
peer review

<American Journal of Epidemiology>

<JAMA>



제목 (Title)

•논문의 제목만으로도 논문의 내용을 알 수 있어야 한다

•제목 작성시에는

연구주제를 정확하게, 

함축적으로, 

구체적으로, 

간결하게 표현해야 한다.

•독립변수, 종속변수, 대상인구의 명시가 있어야 한다.



제목 (Title) 



Introduction (IMRAD)

Induction 

or 

inductive reasoning (歸納推論)

“ Tell readers why you have undertaken the study”

And “Clarify what your work adds”



Introduction (IMRAD)

• The introduction should be brief and must state clearly the question that 
you tried to answer in the study

• The introduction must not include a review of the literature. 

✓ Only cite those references that are essential to justify your 
proposed study. 

✓ Three citations from different groups usually are enough to 
convince most assessors that some fact is ‘ well known ’ or ‘ well 
recognized’, particularly if the studies are from different countries. 

✓ Many research groups write the introduction to a paper before the 
work is started, but you must never ignore pertinent literature 
published while the study is in progress.



Introduction (IMRAD)

An example introduction might be:

“It is well known that middle - aged male runners have 
diffuse brain damage,1-3 but whether this is present before 
they begin running or arises as a result of repeated 
cerebral contusions during exercise has not been 
established. In the present study, we examined cerebral 
function in a group of sedentary middle - aged men before 
and after a six month exercise program. Cerebral function 
was assessed by . . .”



Example



Example



Method (IMRAD)

• The main purposes of the methods section: Replication !!

✓ To describe, and sometimes defend, the experimental 
design

✓ To provide enough detail that a competent worker could 
repeat the study.

• To ensure reproducible data,

✓ Give complete details of any new methods used; 
✓ Give the precision of the measurements undertaken; 
✓ Sensibly use statistical analysis.



Method (IMRAD)

How the study was designed
• Keep the description brief
• Say how randomization was done
• Use names to identify groups or sections of a study

How the study was carried out
• Describe how the participants were recruited and chosen
• Give reasons for excluding participants
• Consider mentioning ethical features
• Give accurate details of materials used
• Give exact drug dosages
• Give the exact form of treatment and accessible details of unusual apparatus

How the data were analyzed
• Use a P-value to disprove the null hypothesis
• Give an estimate of the power of the study (the likelihood of a false negative
– the β error)
• Give the exact tests used for statistical analysis (chosen a priori)



Method (IMRAD)

A good methods section; Editor’s perspective

• Does the text describe
✓ what question was being asked
✓ what was being tested
✓ how trustworthy are the measurements?

• Were the measurements recorded, analyzed and 
interpreted correctly?

• Would a suitably qualified reader be able to repeat the 
experiment in the same way?



Method (IMRAD)



Guidelines addressed in the Method

• Specify the minimum difference between the groups

• Specify the alpha level : statistically significant

• Power calculation

• Identify the statistical test used for each comparison

• Reference for complex or uncommon statistical tests used 
to analyze the data

• Specify whether the test is one or two tailed

• Reference the statistical packages or program used







1. Descriptive statistics

2. Univariate analysis

3. Multivariate analysis



결 과 (IMRAD)

Statistic inference

- Objectivity



결 과 (IMRAD)

A well-written results section; Editor’s perspective



Table 1. Selected baseline characteristics of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma 

cases and controls,Connecticut, 1996-2002

Example



Sample presentations

Normally distributed Non-normally distributed

25th percentile

75th percentile

Minimum

Maximum

* Median(*=mean)

25th percentile

75th percentile

10th percentile

90th percentile

*

Median

Mean

Data points > 90th percentile

Data points < 10th percentile







고 찰(IMRAD)

• Causality

✓ Biological inference

✓ Replication

• Confounding or Bias

Study sample

Conclusion 
about a 

population

(association)

Conclusion 
about scientific 

theory

(Causation)

Statistical 
inference

Biological 
inference



고 찰(IMRAD)

• Summarize the major findings

• Discuss possible problems with the methods used

• Compare your results with previous work

• Discuss the clinical and scientific implications of your findings

• Suggest further work

• Produce a succinct conclusion
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Example



Thanks for your attention


